Press Release – April 30, 2010
New DiMavery snares now available
The ultimate eye-catchers from the DiMavery-Stand during this year’s music
exhibition are now available: the three new DiMavery-Snares SD-400, SD-410
and SD-420.
Countless exhibition visitors have already convinced themselves of the successful
symbiosis of visual appearance, sound and price. Each of the three snares is so
unique, however, that the choice for any one in particular may prove to be very
difficult.
The DiMavery SD-400 with a brass shell measures 35,5 cm in diameter (14“) and 16,5 cm
in height (6,5“). The brass shell lends the instrument a soft inherent sound, typical for this
material. The carefully wrought shell features a brushed surface, upgrading any drum set
through its visual appearance. The ten integrated tensioning brackets are equally crafted
out of brass.
Identical to the DiMavery SD-400 in size, the DiMavery SD-420, however, features a finely
chromed steel shell. The subtly brushed surface is decorated with elaborate engravings,
setting the instrument apart from comparable models in this price range.
The SD-420 also features a piccolo variation, the DiMavery SD-410 with a reduced height
of 9 cm (3,5“). Here as well, the shell surface is subtly brushed and decorated with
elaborate engravings. The main difference to the larger model consists in the rounded
lugs, fitting the overall visual appearance.
All three models have the high-quality die-cast hoops, ten stainless steel lugs, and a very
attractive price, in comparison.
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For five years now, DiMavery is the brand name for high quality instruments at attractive
prices for beginners as well as for semi-professionals. Whether you’re looking for guitars
or stringed instruments, drums, percussion woodwinds or brass, DiMavery has the
appropriate instrument for every music lover in its sortiment – guaranteed!

